
Name ______________________
Teacher ____________________

River landscapes of the UK

How a rivers long profile and cross profile varies over its course

How vertical and lateral erosion changes the cross profile of a river

The four process of erosion

The four processes of transportation in a river

The reasons why a river deposits its eroded material

How interlocking spurs,  waterfalls & gorges are formed

How meanders and Oxbow lakes are formed by erosion & deposition

How a flood plain, levee and estuary are  formed 

An example of a river valley to demonstrate my understanding of the erosional and depositional landforms

How physical and human factors affect the risk of flooding including precipitation, geology, relief and land use. 

What river discharge means & how it is shown on a hydrograph

The factors (things!) that will either increase or decrease river discharge

How hard engineering and soft engineering can reduce the risk of flooding or the effects of flooding

An example of a flood management scheme

I can identify on an OS map all of the river landforms and use 4 & 6 fig grid references to locate them on a map.

Expectations
•Complete 3 homework tasks per cycle (or the equivalent time if doing a longer project).
•Complete 1 week of revision based homework per cycle ready for week 8.
•Your homework will be marked by a mix of peer, self and teacher assessment.
•It must be handed in on the due date or you will receive an automatic 30 minute detention.

Rationale for home work this term:
•To consolidate in class learning
•To secure your knowledge of key topics
•To practice skills related to your assessment



 Complete the geog your memory worksheet.

Task 1: The river profile and river processes

Due date: ___________________

Success criteria:

Assessment method:

•Self/ peer/ teacher assessment

WWW: 
Knowledge area to revise later:



Place labels A, B, C and D on the map below 
in the correct places. 

A: Upland Area of the 
Cambrian Mountains 

B: Lowland area of The 
Fens

C: The Atlantic Ocean

D: River Severn

Describe the characteristics of the cross profile of a 
river’s upper, middle and lower course. 

Upper Course=

Middle Course=

Lower Course=

Where is vertical erosion more dominant? 

The long profile of a river shows you how the 
gradient (steepness) changes over the different 
sections. Describe the gradient for the 
following:

1. Upper Course

2. Middle Course

3. Lower Course

1. Name and explain two processes of river erosion. 

2. Name and explain two processes of river transportation. 

3. When does deposition occur? 

Name the features of the drainage basin:
1= 2=                                     3=
4=                                  5=

Homework Due: 



 Complete the geog your memory worksheet.

Task 2: River landforms

Due date: ___________________

Success criteria:

Assessment method:

•Self/ peer/ teacher assessment

WWW: 
Knowledge area to revise later:



Homework Due: 

1. A waterfall is found at point X on the map. Give the 
six figure grid reference for the waterfall.

2. Explain how a waterfall may form. 

Name 3 river landforms that are created by the 
process of erosion. 

Name 3 river landforms that are created by the 
process of deposition. 

Explain how a V -Shaped Valley may form.

Identify the feature shown in the diagram.
Shade one oval only. 

A  Levee 
B  Estuary
C  Floodplain
D  Gorge

Explain how this feature is formed. 



 Complete the geog your memory worksheet.

Task 3: Flooding

Due date: ___________________

Success criteria:

Assessment method:

•Self/ peer/ teacher assessment

WWW: 
Knowledge area to revise later:



Homework Due: 

Complete this case study for an example of a river valley in the UK- The River Severn

Location and Background
The River Severn is the ……………….. river in England at about 220 miles long. The source  is in the ………...................
which is in the …………………………………………. It flows through  Shropshire, …………………..................and Gloucestershire 
in England. It’s mouth Is the Severn Estuary which flows into the ……………………………............

Course of The River Severn
In the upper course features include …………………………………………near  Hafren Forest near the source at  Plynlimon. 
A Waterfall and gorge can be found called …………………………………………………………… In the middle course features 
include meanders and …………………………………In the lower course a floodplain can be found on the Shropshire Plain 
and low lying areas of Gloucestershire. An example of an estuary is the ……………………………………………which flows 
into the Bristol Channel. 
Missing words: Ox Lakes, Worcestershire, Severn Estuary, Plynlimon hills, longest,  Interlocking Spurs,  The 
Severn- Break-its-Neck, Cambrian Mountains,  Bristol Channel

Highlight the physical factors that affect flooding 
in one colour and the human factors in another. 

• Precipitation
• Farming
• Deforestation
• Geology
• Urbanisation
• Relief

Study the two hydrographs A and B.

Which one is most likely to flood? Outline one reason 
for your answer. 

A B

Hard engineering strategies are manmade structures 
built to control the flow of rivers and reduce flooding.

State 4 hard engineering options used to manage a 
river:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Soft engineering strategies are less intrusive, work with 
the river landscape and are usually more sustainable. 

State 4 soft engineering options used to manage a river:
1. 
2.
3.
4.

A case study of a flood management scheme-
Cockermouth, Cumbria, UK 

Annotate the diagram to show one other way in which 
the River Cocker or River Derwent have been managed. 



Revision Task: 

My deadline for this piece of work is: ______________________________

Choices:
- Summary notes
- Summary mindmap
- Summary questions and answers
- Set of flash cards


